
In compliance with the Magnuson-Moss Warranty-Federal Trade Commission Act (Public 
Law 930637, Paramount Pool & Spa Systems (PP&SS) provides the following limited 
warranties.

CONDITIONS
This limited warranty shall be subject to the original owner complying with the following 
conditions:
PP&SS warrants to original owner, materials, and equipment to be free of defects for a 
period of two (2) years from the date of swimming pool start-up or retail purchase. The 
materials, parts and/or related component parts supplied or distributed by PP&SS are 
covered under this two (2) year limited warranty. (PVC plumbing installed, labor, material 
and all other work performed by contractors is not covered under PP&SS Warranty.) 
PP&SS offers in field warranty service through a network of authorized Warranty Service 
Stations (W.S.S.) for one (1) year from the date of swimming pool start up or retail 
purchase. This warranty service must be arranged through your builder or retailer with 
Paramount. There is no reimbursement for any labor charges incurred outside of the 
Paramount W.S.S. network.

Replacement parts are warranted for a period of one (1) year from date of purchase and 
are not sold with any field service program.

REPLACEMENT CONDITIONS
Contact PP&SS for an RMA number, and return it to PP&SS. Ship part in question 
freight pre-paid, and upon confirmation of defect, PP&SS will repair or replace 
the PP&SS warranted item at no charge to the original owner. The repaired or 
replaced PP&SS item will be returned to the original owner with the return freight 
paid by original owner. Labor to re-install the repaired or replaced item is the sole 
responsibility of the owner.

LIMITATIONS
No warranty extends to any part of the PP&SS parts or components which is caused by 
any of the following conditions or events: 
 1.  Defects or failures caused by abuse, lack of responsible care, lack of necessary 

maintenance, improper operation, vandalism, acts of God.
 2.  Damages or failures caused by abuse, lack of responsible care, lack of 

necessary maintenance, improper operation, vandalism, acts of God.
 3.  PP&SS expressly denies any responsibility or liability for incidental or 

consequential damages arising out of, or as a result of, use or ownership of 
your PP&SS parts or as a result of use or ownership of your PP&SS parts or 
components, or other related products covered under this limited warranty.

 4.  Any defects caused by acts of God, such as storms, earthquakes, ground 
movement, or freezing, etc., that are beyond the normal conditions.

 5.   Installation of the PP&SS System by a non-authorized installer may  
render this warranty null and void.

 6.  Mechanical abuse
 7.  Lamp failure after 24 months of operation
 8.  Improper installation
 9.  Glass component breakage
 10. Improper operating voltage
 11. Freeze damage
 12. Operation at pressures greater than 45 psi (3bar) 

Some states do not allow the exclusion or limitation of incidental or consequential 
damages, so the above limitations or exclusions may not apply to you. Implied warranties 
are limited in duration to the duration of the written limited warranty here within. Some 
states do not allow limitations on how long an implied warranty lasts, so the above 
limitations may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific legal rights, and you 
may also have other rights that may vary from state to state.
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